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PRESIDENT'S CORNER

AS you can see f rom the
minutes, we had a rather small
turnout for the last meetinq. I
hope it was because of thJ I-5
problem preventing our northern
mamlrarc f rnm naf- | i na Aarm i -

Et_me, or Decause everyone l-s on
vacation with their families.

.Tust a reminder about the SIIA Western
Workshop ever the Labor Day weekend at
Tehachapi. Last year there was a large
gathering of SWIFTs and Mitchell wings, so if
you are interested in gettj-ng more involved
in flying wings this event may be your oppor-
tunity to meet those who already have one.

As of press time I didn't have an update
on the library and index projects, but I will
definitely have a progress report for you next
month. I appreciate all- of you who have sent
in adwance orders, since it shows there is a
real- need for both of t.hese products.

I have noticed we are having a slight drop
off in membership over the l-ast several months.
I'm not sure if this is due to a loss in
interest by those dropping, or whether they
are not finding what they need through the
newsletter and meetings. Pl-ease, if you are
f h i nki nc af nnl- r l-\arah i h navl.:enewl_ng your mem_
time it comes due because we are not covering
some aspect of flying wings you are particu-
1arIy interested in, write us a letter and telI
us what you are looking for. In many cases
there are other members out there with the same
desires who will be willing to talk or
correspond wi-th you to your mutual benefits.

What gets published each month is based more
on opportune material rather than any pre-
arranged plan of attack to cover certain
subject matters. I do dig into the tibrary
from time to time to basicallv qet filler
material, however, if you have seeri something
enter the library that you think should be
included in an expanded vers j-on in the
newsl-etter, then l-et us know and we witl do
what we can to accommodate you. Hopefully,
it will simulate further discussion about a
topic, whJ-ch everyone is interested in.
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SEPTEMBER I5, 1995
PROGRAM

ThiS orL" shoul-d prove to be one of those
you don't want to miss, especially if you are
looking at new ways to help you design that
ultimate flying wing. Our speaker wil-l be
Phil Barnes, one of our newer members, who
is al-so an engineer with Nort.hrop. He has
developed computer software that uses equatj-ons
to calculate airfoil- shapes instead of the
conventional method of coordinates. (You'11
get a better idea of what this program can do
when you see the September newsletter's cover. )

We wiLl be publishing a fulI run down of
Phil-'s presentation for you next month, so stay
tuned since this has something for everyone.

MINUTES OF THE
luLY l5, 1995 MEETING

The meeting was
started about a hour late
due to an accident on
Interstate 5 that delayed
our speaker, and as it
turned out about hal-f our
audience. It was a
disappointingly smal-1
turnout for a speaker and

topic that would be of val-ue to anyone
interested j-n achieving the best performance
possible from his aircraft. (r assume some
of our other Los Angeles county members g'ave
rrn in fl.ra l- rrffid Ahda il- cl-rrl-arl naf 1- ina'lrfarsy frr

in the afternoon. )

Andy thanked Chris and Connie Tuffli, our
IJncni ir "l i f rr /-hr i rnarcnnc f nr hr ' '*ir_ngr_ng an a
huge stack of Arby's roast beef sandwiches with
both hot and mi1d sauce. They hit the spot
with our l-ate arrivals since they didn't take
time to stop for lunch due to the already
lengthy traffic deIay. He al-so thanked
Daminimra fnr haina 

^r1r 
nat^r llah.irllharcnn :fl-ar

he worked diligently to get the gallery of
nhr i rc qal_ rrn f nr 1- ha mcal- i nc

Bruce mentioned that he would have more
information available on the SHA Workshop on
Labor Day weekend at Tehachapi. (See the
announcement Tater in the newsTetter.)

Bruce was then asked to introduce our guest
speaker for the day, ,fack Norris. Bruce first
learned about Jack by reading his book covering
the Voyager around the world flight for whi-ch
he was one of the mission coordi-nators. He
then met ,fack at Tehachapi and learned more
about this unique individual (ed. - you have
been given just a hint of his background in
the Tast two newsLetters).

,fack's opening statement went something like
this: rrwe are blessed to live in the greatest
country j-n the history of the worl-d and the
draal- |ima in fha hiql-nrrz nf man rt IJa nninl-arl
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out that if this were just 200 years ago we
wou1d be out grubbing around for something to
eat tonight instead of enjoying an exchange
of ideas on an interesting subject. He related
this to his own life where he feels that
opportunities abounded all around him and he
was able to do al-most anvthincr he dreamed
about.

ABOVE: ilack Norris explaining how to use the
drag curve chart for his Luscombe 8E. Photo
by Bruce Carrnichael.

He started building model airplanes as a
kid and learned how to be an engineer before
he even knew what engineering was all about.
'l"he nl:naq ho hrri'lt lranf an ar:china l.rrrf havrf v! qgf r4f rJ ,

finally discovered that it was a problem in
free form physics and nothing counted other
than he had to really understand how it really
worked. It didn't matter how hard you worked
or how much you wished it to work right, if
you built it wrong it woul-d crash.

After that revel-ation he decided to become
an engineer because of the honesty it required
in order to get something to work right. He
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got his education at Ohio State, then joined
the Air National Guard where he t'played" with
9-26' s, AT- 6' s, and twin Beech' s . Looking back
at it now he real-izes how scared he should have
been whife making touch and go landings J-n a
B-25 with only 70 hours under his bel-t.

To prove the point of his opening comments,
he re]ated that when the Korean War started
his Guard unit was called up. However, he was
able to transfer to the ROTC and finish hi-s
degree program before being called to active
duty in the Air Force. But the good side to
this was being stationed at Wright Field where
he became the spokesman and group leader for
the ai-rcraft lab that did the engineering and
mockup inspections of new airplanes (F-100,
F-102, F-104, B-66, T-34, L-L9, and B-52).

ABOVE: Zero Thrust Glide Test Thrusts SwiEch
made from a L/L6" piece of music wire. Kisses
or misses the prop flange moving back and forth
in the thrust bearing clearance.

This job enabled him to meet some of the
greats in the aerospace industry at the time
and gain valuable insights and experiences not
available to almost anyone el-se. Chuck Yeager
was his right hand man.

He resisted the temptations to take one of
the many job offers from these aviation giants
and went to work at the Cleveland Pneumatics,
the landing gear company. He worked down in
the shop learning how the gears malfunctioned
and what it took to repair them. This taught
him stress analysis and design, metallurgy,
and manufacturing, and where you got in
trouble. He got to know quickly what the right
answers were without having to ask other
people.

ntf^e af r^r^rLind in l-ho aarnani^a4! Ug! yc4! D U! WU!Allrv III LIru qu!vDvq9g
arena designing and selling flight control

^-r ^-hef fel_ated ite-o l.ra d^rDy-LErrrD errg vutre! !eIaLeu ILEllrD, rfg yvu
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involved in putting together Walt. Disney's
audio animatronics group that makes machj-nes
into believab1e characters from history. TaIk
about it being a great country with unlimited
nnnnrf rrni l-i ac l- n zl^ -'1 maaF rn'-f 1.'-- o'o aJ_mostr anyEnr_ng.

In transitioning from his opening to his
nrimarrr sr:lriecf ha w:nl-ed l-o make sure, 4rv

everyone went Lo see the new movie Apollo 13.
He fel-t it was a most truthful presentation
nf whaf renllv hanncned (ed - I have seen
it and you go away in tears with sweaty palms
even when you know the outcome, its that good. )

,Jack then entered into his presentation on
zero thrust glide testing. When he retired
he decided he wanted to get back to some
unfinished items he had thought about during
his earlv davs of flyinq. one of these was

how you realJ-y fly an airplane and how do they
rea11y work. He wanted to know more than just
how to drive the thing. The first thing he
wanted to find was the drag curve on his
Luscombe, but everyone told him couldn't do
LL-!

.Tack rel-ated that although we became
aj-rborne in 1903 and the Wright Brothers sol-ved
the problems of lift and control-, they hadn't
completely licked the stability issue. They
figured out how to get power into a structure
and make it fly. What they hadn't done was
go to the next step and find out the drag
l-evels and the efficiency of the propulsion
system. Even though there has been lots of
work over the years in the area of drag,
determining its true values has never been
solved, at least to .Tack's satisfaction, so
he declded to f ind out how it r'eaIIy works.
(ed. - .lrlotice the constant theme here of "how
does it work?")

The first step was to understand what a drag
curve ]ooked like, but no one knew what this
shou]d be for the Luscombe (his high priced
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test vehicl-e for developing thj-s new method
of testing drag) . The work of Dick ,.Tohnson
on performing glide testing gliders caught
rTack's eye so he knew there must be a way of
getting the same types of results on a power
plane.

One day he Eook the propeller off his
Luscombe and put it on a granite plate to test
the trueness of the pitch. He found it to be
within L/1-o of a degree of what it should be,
whereas the acceptable tolerance was 2/1-O.

With this information he cou1d now figure
out at what RPM versus true airspeed he woul-d
need to turn the propeller to achieve a 4
degree negative angle of attack which would
roughly eliminate the prop for glide testing
purposes. Within a weekend of testing he got
what he considered pretty good answers but they
didn't agree with the factory specifications
au arr.

He talked with some other aero engineers
many of whom said that the prop was about 80?
efficient, so aI1 you have to do is take the
horsepower multiply it by the 80?; and divide
by the velocity and then plot a drag curve.
When .iack did the calculations he was coming
up with something like 6oZ efficiency, so
obviously more work was needed to come up with
a true drag curve.

.fack went to his o1d friend, Andy Bauer (who
also was at our meeting today) , for some needed
brainsEorming ideas on how to come up wit.h
better answers. Andy mentioned that although
the air had to speed up to go around thet"^^r--^ rL ^t?ws down in the nron nlain.!uDeI4Yg, IU DMD qVWIr III UIre I/!vI/ IJfarrrt
Andy went to work trying to find a method for
getting around this part of the problem, which
he did, and they came up with stil-l- better
answers in the drag curve. This went on for
seven years due to both of their very complex
work schedules, including ilack's invoLvement
as technical director for the Voyager project.

By 1989 they felt they had come up with a
good set of testing criteria and then an
opportunity came along to present this in a
paper to the AIAA conference in Reno, NV. A11
of a sudden he paniced a little bit since the
objective was to have a test, not seven years
of analytical work. The solution to getting
the absolute perfect results revolved around
determining exactly when the propeller stopped
producing thrust, but was also not producing
drag. The answer was deceptively simple once
it dawned on him.

In most older engines the prop shaft has
a certain amount of fore and aft freedom within
the bearings. By mounting a thin piece of
model airplane musj-c wire in such a way that
it. rides half way between the prop hub and
engine casing, you can activate a light bulb
when the shaft is at the zero thrust point.
(See Ehe diagram on page 3. )

After rigging up this system on his
Luscombe, they set out to verify their seven
years of analytic work. Jack's original figure
was 15.48 revol-utions per mile an hour of true
airspeed. Andy's calculations got them down
to 15.15, but the absol-ute right answer was
L4.94 according to the 1ight bulb method. This
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meant that Andy's analytical- work was only
about t 1,/32 off from the final, verifiable
solution. He later indicated that once you
calibrated Lhis value for your particular
airplane then you don't have to worry about
the nnsition nf fhc nrnn hrrlr in future tesls.
You sj-mply make sure you glide at that value
times the TAS. This will also work for pusher
l-rmc nf nnnf iarrr4!jgng.elyv vr vvrrrrJu!

Now we got down to the question "Why do we
want to know all this and what does it mean
to me?" What it means is that you will know
where your optimum performance points are for
your airplane. Sometimes you will choose to
fly at those points and other times not,
dananAinc 

^h 
fha nrrf-iarr'la- €'l'i^1-'f tdusPErrufrry vrl urrg pqr urvulq! lrlyrru D

objectives. By knowing where they are you will
be able to make more intelligent decisions
concerning performance and operational
efficiencies.

In glide testing, vertical- energy and power,
supplies and equals, flight path energy and
nnwAr Tha dya^^ "^;-L! ^E ihe airCfaftPVWCI . rrrs Y! UDD WerYf rL v! L

sinking at some rate in ft/sec exactly equals
the drag times its flight path in ft/sec. So:

Sink Rate (ft/sec)
Drag#=G.W.#x-

TAS (ftlsec)

The accompanying chart (see page 5) was
prepared for ,facks' s I94'l Luscombe 8E showing
the j-nduced and parasite drag curves which when
combined yield the lazy ,J shaped total drag
t-rrr\/F af fhe f nn ricrhl- nf l-ha ch41.l . AII the
books teI1 you the airplane should be flown
down'at the bottom of the curve at the minimum
drag-point. '.Tack contends you will be bored
to death flying for very long at this point
since you are only doing about 58 mph.
However, if you move towards the right and go
up to the point where the speed and drag lines
meet wj-th a l-itt1e circle you achieve a gain
in airspeed to 8Smph with very littl-e increase
in drag. Moving much beyond that point and
the tradeoff begins to get rea1ly uneconomical
due to the ever increasing steepness of the
drag curve.

Since your miles per galIon is a function
of drag, you can now pick the point along the
curve t.hat will yield the best results for the
prevailing condiEions, i.e., headwinds,
tailwinds, etc. ,fack re1ated an experience
he had with another Luscombe driver who tiked
f ^ €raf Tl.r'i c dlrrr lranf f -l tr.i na -F tsl-rauv YU !aDu. rfrrD vu-y ^sI/u rryrrrY 4L ulrE
100+mph point on the curve on the way to
Oshkosh and,lack flew the more economical 85mph
point. It seems the o1d slow and steady
philosophy not only applied Lo the tortoise,
but to ,.Tack as well since he beat his friend
by having to make fewer refueling stops.

An interesting aside to this longer cruising
time was the fact that the seat of your pants
can only take so much in the hard seat of a
Luscornbe. The normal human's blood Dressure
is usually I 1,/2 to 1 3 /+ psi, so when- you sit
upright you concentrate your weighL on a
sma1l-er portion of you buttocks and exceed this
pressure, thereby shutting down your bfood

PAGE 4
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flow. If you deslgn a seat. that is
sufficiently reclined to spread your weight
out over a qreater area to reduce vour cont.acL
to less thin the L r/2 ps!, you can sit for
much longer periods of time without any pain
and discomfort.
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it was hard to get people to fLy the test
aircraft and make deadstick landings, and it
was very hard to find truly smooth air to get
accurate results in successive glide tests.

.Tack confirmed that the bottom line to all
of this is that smooth air is the final kev

to reducing the
erroneous data. He
and Andy were able to
find some absolutely
dead air off the
California coast
aar'l rz i n l-ha mnrn...__--l_ngs
that helped reduce
their error rates to
a point approaching
rz-

.Tack went on to talk
about what. the CAFE
arnrrn wi'l 'l l-ra A,*or-ng
in this area over the
coming years. It wil-l-
result in getting tnre
performance curves on
all the homebuilts and
production airplanes
that have not been
possible in the past.
They will be using the
most sophisticated
rnstrumentation
avail-ab1e and many of
the test procedures
have been designed by
experts in the areas
of electronics,
mechanics, and

engineering.
.laha rranra^- ^6-nl a ro.i I I an t- n for accurate

data was demonstrated by some friends of Jack's
that used electronic proximi-ty detectors to
dal- crm i na j- he nnq i I i nn af f ha nrnn hrrl.r Tl-ra

el-ectronic readout enab1ed them to push the
power fu1I up and take a reading, then reduce
it to idl-e for the ful-I back reading and then
set the power to get a reading exact1y in t.he
middle. Obviously this is much easier and much
more accurate than the music wire system, but
it also costs more and takes a certain amount
of experience and knowledge of el-ectronic
systems.

The second drag curve chart (see page T)
.Jack produced shows the differences between
his Luscombe and an RV-5. The main point he
wanted to make was that even though the
Luscombe had a high aspect ratio wing for low
induced drag and the RV had a 1ow aspect ratio
wi no {- hc j- nf e'l Av-d F^v tsha qV COmeS OUtrl 444J ,

somewhat l-ower. If you compare the points on
the vertical lines you find that the Luscombe
at 95mph is actually flying at a higher total
drag point than the RV at 130mph at the same
g'ross weights. The difference is in the
parasite drag portion of the curves and the
RV ends up being a winning combination even
with the lower aspect wing.

,fack reminded us that this entire procedure
ig eynl:incd .in hl^ --i n*J..'^ tsr.-^ nrrf rriia'larrrD arrq ruruy D Lwu lrqr u q! uf urs
in the March and April 1995 issues of Sport
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ABOVE: Post meeting hanger flying and relaxing
by, Ieft to right: Andy Bauer, Ed Lockhart,
Andy Kecskes, Dominique Veillard (seatsed), and
ilack Norris. Photo by Bruce Carmichael.

laf f j na 1-rral- Fn thc jrac crrrrra \/^lt -an |. r'LausLufIIY laUN LV Urte UIAV gul VC, Ies
the values multiply them by velocity in ft/sec
and divide it by 550 and get an actual power
required curve. Now you can do l-evel flight
speed/power tests and find out what the engJ-ne
is reaI1y putting out. Jack's resul-ts turned
out to be a lumpy curve which led him to
believe he had bad data so he re-ran the tests
and verified the data was, in fact, good. The
cause is apparently something l-ike detached
flow that is reattaching at some point. It
also Lurns out that we are starting with about
75? efficiency at the lower areas of the curve
and this fall-s off to about 62-632. and when
you add cooli-ng into the factors the efficiency
drops ewen further into the 50+? areas.

,fack mentioned that you can almost never
be the first to find something like this.
Apparently August Raspert found this
information out in the 1950's by towing
Bel-Iancas, Cessnas and Whitman Tailwinds up
and glj-di-ng them down in propwash. For some
reason the results never caught. on and everyone
went on thinking that propulsion efficiency
was at 80? in most airpl-anes.

Bruce mentioned that some of the reasons
more testing wasn't done by Raspert was that
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DRAG CURVES . 14OO# GW
Luscombe 8E - RVOA
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Aviation. For those of you who decide you want
to get more detaifed information than presented
here, we highly recommend you obtain these
magazines sj-nce they do contain fuII
explanations of the drag curve charts we have
included here in the newsletter.

Dominique coul-dn't resist asking a couple
nf arra<l- innc 2l-rarrf tsha \7^r'-ryAr f'l .iahl-v! yugs urvrrD 4!VUU Urrg VUyAYqr !rfvrlu .

Although Jack didn't come to talk about thi-s
aspect of his career, he was gracious and
provided some insights into what happened
during the planning and flight of this very
unique aircraft.

After Jack completed his short description
of the Voyager's elastic wings, we al1 thanked
him for persevering the traffic on the I-5
corridor and providing us with a very good
program that should help all of our members
better decide on the hows and whats of testinq
their new creations.

TETTERS TO THE
EDITOR

7/e/es

Fr-m fha nan Of KarL
Sanders comes more on:

Trsist - A Designer's
Viewpoint

There are only 2 1,/2
reasons for applying twist to a wing:

1. To achieve a (near) elliptical
spanloading for one particular lift
coefficient (e.g. for average cruise, or
L/Dmax for a glider) on a wing whose aspect
rafio and taner ratio otherwise would result
in a non-elliptical loading for that (design)
Cr. For all other Crs the distribution is sti11
non-elliptical- with an induced drag penalty
due that twist! The type of twist is usually
a "wash-outrr: angles decrease towards the tip
where it usualLy equals about -3 degrees. But
even if you had a "wash-in" (+3 degrees at the
tip) the induced drag penalty due that twist
is still the same because induced drag is
always proportional to the square of any lift
coefficient. Therefore, also the square of
any lift coefficient in- or decrement due to
twist caused the same induced drag! This drag
penalty is most conveniently calculated with
Anderson's NACA formulas and charts, reproduced
in Abbot and Doenhoff's book Theorv of Winq
Sections pp. L6-1,7 for a linear twist angle
distribution. However, linear twist causes
curved element lines for tapered wings, making
tooling and building more difficult than for
straights element lines (read: straight loft) .

For the latter a non-linear twist angle
distrj-bution and easy to use charts for induced
drag increments were presented in AIAA Journal-
of Aircraft, 'Ju1y-August 1955 , p- 347. If the
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wing is straight (unswept) , a semi-trapezoidal
planform (rectangular center panel; trapezoidal
outboard panels) is a more efficient
alternative to twist because it holds the
loading elliptical for any Cr! !

Now the most important one:

2. To prevent outboard stalling at the
landing C, (e.g.at V=1 .1 V", or at 0.8 CL*.*,
with ail-eron down!) . This condition requires
that al-l- local spanloading Crs for the wing lif t
coef f icient =0.8 C"..* must l-ie safely below all-
sections Cr..* values. Obvlously, the two cases
are not independent and must be considered
j ointly.

Now the L/2 reasonz

3. The Eorten beII shape loading. The
intention here was to apply a twist shape to
a moderatelrr hiqh AR swept back fl-vinq winq
such that the resulting down-l-ift (yes!) over
the tip region produces a positive piuching
moment for longitudinal trim with minimum
induced drag. The trut.h is that the induced
drag of a bell shaped loading IS NOT minimum
because of the non-elliptical loading shapel
This, and my induced drag blurb above in item
1 2ra l-ha =ncr"rafS tO A1an, S qqe1.y at the end
of his letter. The trim drag penalty of any
tail-less is equal to linduced drag of a non-
elliptical loading (trimmed by twist, elevon
deflection or both) - induced drag of the ideal
elliptical loading + the parasite drag of the
deflected elevon (s) I . For that type of flying
wing, Pitkin at NACA in L944 documented and
wind tunnel- tested a far better self-trim
concept featuring an inboard flap and just
enough twist to prevent tip stalI. Reimar
Horten had no access to these papers in Germany
and Argentina. (KLS cmnt: Pitch and rol-l-
control could be combined by differentially
operated outboard ailerons. In my judgement,
that concept involves truly minimum penalties
on the loading and drag (a tail wouTd stiTf
be better though....ha, ha, ha.)

Conclusion: Twist is often a necessary
evil. The best twist is infinitely variable,
but that is left to the birds. However, there
is such a twist t)pe not mentioned above: The
proverse elastic twist (measured streamwise)
of a sweptback wing due to bending under load.
This twist angle distribution depends on AR,
sweep angle, gross weight, load factor (=1 for
l-evel- flight) , wing weight and stiffness
distributions EI (bending) and G,f (torsion) .

The larger the up-bending, the larger the wash-
out and visa versa. The elastic twist is
therefore also gust alleviating.

So much for this time.
1/^r r rq \rar\/. __r cruty,

Karl Sanders

(ed. - I always enjoy putting Karl's letters into the newsletter. I
may not fully understand what it is he is trying to tell us, but I know
most ofyou out there do, and that it will generate more comments
and additional discussion of whatever the issue may be.
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I want to thank Karlfor in continuing support with letters like
this one and the many, many pieces of material he has found and
sent in for the library.)

information pack
talking with some
than reading any
: ra2 q r^thara f haa/
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days. ,fust meeting and
of these people is worth more
article or text book in the
have the expertise.

LIBRARY
ADDITIONS

Bob cn^te gave us
a copy of:

rr Tmh-^iii hd Onfrrry!vvrrfj

a Winner t' , by
Terrence O'NeiII,
T{il-Dl:naq Arr:, "*gusE
1995, pp. t4-2L.
The author is qualified
to analyze and modify
the Mit.chel-l- B- 10
f 'l rri no r^ri no f nr the
better, and he did.
Mods incl-uded: moving
control stick to floor
nnci I i an. Iaura*-,,-rJ-ng
e1evons 4t',. adding an
inlcoard elevon; moving
landing gear forward
to 23% lvlAC, and; adding
brakes.

Kafl Sanders sent. us the followinq item:

"Theoretical Principles of Wing-Tip flins
f or Tail-l-ess Airplanes and Their Practical-
AppIication", by Maurice A Garbell, consultant
in aeronautical engj-neering and meteorology,
Journal- of the Aeronautlcal Sciences, October
L945, pp. 525-536. The paper regards the
relative merits of wing-tip fins and central
verLical fins in their comparative contribution
to the statj-c directional-stability derivative,
the rotary damping in yaw, and the side-force
slope of tailless aircraft.

AVAILABTE PI,ANS 8[
REFERENCE MATERIAT

Tailless Aircraft
Biblioqraphw
by Serge Krauss

4th edition: An exten-
sive col-Iection of about
25OO tailless and over
750 related-interest

listings. Over 15 pages of tailless design
dates, listing works of over 250 creators of
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ABOVE: Connie and Chris Tuffli,
Hospitality Chairpersons. Chris is
constant contributor of material
library. Photo by Bruce Carmichael.

TWITT'S
also a

to the

SHA WESTERN WORKSHOP

BfUCe Carmichael reports that eight of the
twelve lectures are currently setup for the
upcoming SHA Western Workshop at Tehachapi,
CA over the Labor Day Weekend, September 2-4,
L995.

The ]ecture sessions so far will be:

Dan Armstrong - Kestrel Light Sailplane Design.
Larry HalI - Superfloater II.
Irv Prue - Modern Metal Primary.
Howi-e Burr - Monarche Construction.
Roy Barletts - Composite Methods.
Enh Snarlina - PreSCOtt WinCh Qnerafionvt/erqufvrr.

Cl-1nt Brooks - Wood Sailp1ane Construction.
Paul- Liebenberg - Squid Self Launching S.P.

He is also looking for someone to come speak
about the Genesis, but didn't have any details
as of our publishing time.

This is always a great gathering of premier
homebuil-t designers and buil-ders f rom the
western United States, and is a don't mlss
event even if it is onl-y for one of the


